Filling the Funnel
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE FOR TAKING
LEAD GENERATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL

LEAD GENERATION
The Lifeblood of the Sales and Marketing Teams
Without a constant flow of incoming leads, nothing else really matters.

CREATING A DIGITAL LEAD GENERATION MACHINE

Today, technology has completely changed the way we market and promote
our products and services. Once upon a time, a well-placed billboard or

To improve your lead generation strategy, you need to reevaluate

a clever commercial was enough to keep you top of mind. But today’s

the tactics you’ve taken and reconsider the tools at your disposal to

consumers and buyers are cleverer. They seek news not noise.

enhance and improve the process.

As every day passes, the methods we use for lead generation become

Maybe you’ve tried paid search campaigns on Google or Bing. Maybe

obsolete. For instance, many consider direct mail annoying and a waste of

they’ve done well, but you know you can do better.

prospects who form a negative outlook of your brand.
As marketers, we need to unlock the potential of technology and the
Internet to give our consumers what they want.
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Let’s grow your lead generation machine
by expanding your strategy and turning to
more sophisticated tools and tactics.

TWEET ME

perfectly good paper. When overdone, direct mail can lead to disgruntled
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Content Creation
The adage “content is king” has been espoused by countless
bloggers, consultants, and agencies. For good reason, too. With 82%
of B2B senior2 execs reporting that content is a significant driver in
their buying decision, your business’s lead generation strategy must
include content development and publication to stay competitive
and relevant to your audiences.

HOW DOES CONTENT MARKETING WORK?
The methodology of content marketing as part of your lead
generation strategy is a lot like creating any good product. You
create premium, quality content to meet the demand of your target
audience. Instead of paying in cash, your prospects pay with their
contact information.

Content marketing as a form of lead generation works wonderfully
to capture your target audience and inculcate your brand and
expertise in the minds of potential customers. Content marketing

CONTENT

goes beyond the traditional brochure website by diving deeper and
readers and make the case for your brand reigning supreme.

93%
of B2B businesses use content
marketing as part of their lead
generation strategy1
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2014 B2B Content Marketing Benchmarks – North America: CMI/MarketingProf

2

2014 Demand Gen Survey
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providing more granular, thorough ideas and topics that will envelop

CONTENT CREATION

HOW TO BUILD A CONTENT STRATEGY
Each company must decide its own path to a successful strategy, but we
recommend using the following as a good place to start:

4. Plan Your Editorial Calendar
What topics will you cover? The sales cycle is seasonal, so planning
content by month or quarter can give your creativity guidance.
Furthermore, take into account the frequency of your publications.

1.

Define Your Readers/Consumers
Start with your ideal customers or current customers. Build out the
persona you wish to target. You’ll find coming up with content ideas

If you’re just starting, don’t overcommit. Pace yourself and manage
expectations. Weekly publications are reasonable for blog posts
while white papers may take a month to complete.

easier when you put a face to your reader or consumer.
2. Identify the Pain Points

CONTENT TYPES TO CONSIDER

To make it valuable and worth exchanging contact information, your

Different contexts and audiences require different content mediums.

content must provide a solution to your persona’s problem(s). These

Varying the way you showcase your content can appeal to different

pain points could vary from lack of brand awareness and education to

types of users and keep your editorial calendar fresh.

3. Create a Content Team
Often overlooked or underdeveloped, the content team is essential to
your strategy and requires much consideration and resources. Creating

STORYTELLING

INFOGRAPHICS

VIDEO

USABILITY

IMAGERY

BLOGS

DIALOGUE

content is not simple. Ensure you have a talented team of writers and
designers (and maybe a developer or two).
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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common customer issues.

Landing Pages
its simplest, a landing page should address a pain point for your
prospects, provide a value proposition, and offer a simple solution
that users can access by connecting with your business (e.g., a form
submission or phone number).
If you’re going to take your lead generation strategy seriously,
creating conversion-focused landing pages is essential. A strong
landing page focuses on one call to action—one action a user should
take that aligns with your strategic goals. Too many choices are
distracting and can overwhelm users with “analysis paralysis”; users
will freeze up when faced with too many choices and simply not
take action as a result.
Your one action might include:
1.

Download a piece of content

2.

Register for an event

3.

Enter a contest

4.

Request information

5.

Demo a product

6.

Sign up for a free trial

REMOVE THE CLUTTER
The design of your landing page should be simple and centered on that
one action. Navigation, links to other pages on your site, and social
media feeds are all examples of distractions that impede your users
from taking the action you want.
However, simple doesn’t mean unattractive. Use compelling images,
fonts, subheadings, bullet points, and bold/italics to communicate
effectively the message to visitors.
For the most simplistic and effective landing pages, use this blueprint
to guide your page’s design:

LOGO

HERO IMAGE & HEADLINE

COPY
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Use landing pages to easily convert website visitors into leads. At

FORM

Blogging
Successful lead generation strategies require multiple channels for

engagement rather than conversions. Blog content is aimed at the

attracting new leads. One channel no strategy should be without

top of your marketing funnel, attracting and driving the widest

is a blog. Besides its ability to drive leads, when done right, a blog

viewership possible within your targeted audience. Therefore,

presence can increase your organic traffic, brand reputation, and

keep content high-level and short to keep your users engaged and

industry prowess.

coming back. Your in-depth and lengthier content should be gated

13X

more likely to see a positive
return on investment3

WHAT TO BLOG

behind landing pages (see “Landing Pages” on page 6).
If you’re using content marketing to increase leads, your blog
strategy should align. Consider your blog as a complementary
tactic. When you publish a hefty white paper or ebook, you can
write secondary blog posts that pivot off ideas addressed in the
larger publication to continue the story.
CALLS TO ACTION
Turn your blog posts into lead generation tools through strategic

Ever since Google’s Freshness algorithm update, keeping an up-to-

calls to action (CTAs). In everything you post, encourage your

date, highly engaging blog is crucial to attracting new visitors and

readers to take that next action (especially if it involves contacting

driving new leads into your funnel. When considering your corporate

your business).

blog, the content you create depends on the goals of your business
and the audience you wish to target . Your blog could focus on
customer service, thought leadership, industry news and trends,
and much more.
The content you publish to your blog should focus more on
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HubSpot’s State of Inbound 2014-2015 Report
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Marketers who focus their efforts on
developing a strong blog are

Social Media Promotion
While much could be written about promoting your brand through
social media, in this guide we’ll focus only on promoting content to
attract leads.
TOOLS & MANAGEMENT
Managing your content promotion on social networks can be timeconsuming. There are a number of tools available to help you keep

1.

Buffer

2.

Hootsuite

3.

TweetDeck

4.

Klout

5.

SpredFast

6.

HubSpot

7.

Sprout Social

Scheduling content should never be a “one and done” tactic. Don’t
do yourself a disservice by under utilizing social media promotions.
Because all network feeds distribute content based on time decay
(older posts are eventually removed or buried by more recent news),
users visiting the sites at different times of the day/week won’t see
your content the first, second, or even third time you post.
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up and stay ahead.

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT PROMOTION SCHEDULE
You may spend weeks or months on your content; therefore, your promotional tactics should involve the same level of dedication. From the time of
your content’s publication (“Time Published”), begin scheduling promotional posts on each of your social networks +3 hours, +1 day, +1 week, etc. out to
maximize your visibility and reach.
Use the chart below as a helpful guide. Feel free to tweak the dates and social channels to match your business’s needs.

+ 1 Day
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+ 3 Days

+ 1 Week

+ 3 Weeks

+ 1 Month

+ 3 Months

TWEET ME

+ 3 Hours

Promotional Channels

Time
Published

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

TOOLS & MANAGEMENT
Each social network comes with its own personality, mores, and attitudes
about content promotion, so make sure you understand your audience on
each network before launching a big campaign.
Here’s a list of tips for promoting your content, starting from the basic,

Use industry-related hashtags on Twitter, Facebook, Google+,

Post to Pinterest. Though not right for every business,

etc. to expand your reach and find users already engaged with

Pinterest’s visual-focused network can be a haven for

your topic. Find popular hashtags using https://twitter.com/

content promotion. Infographics and videos perform

search-advanced or http://hashtagify.me.

particularly well here.

Join LinkedIn Groups in your industry. Though the groups are

Create video trailers to promote your content. Perhaps

smaller sections of LinkedIn, the users tend to be more engaged

this last tip isn’t as executable as the rest if you’re strapped

with content or messages you wish to promote. While self-

for time and resources, but short, 5-10 second video

promotion within groups is allowed, you should contribute a

trailers promoting your content may increase visibility and

generous portion of thought leadership and helpful comments

awareness. Vine and Instagram are made for short-form

to avoid inadvertently turning members off.

content like this, but recently even Facebook has seen high
engagement with native videos.

Target Facebook fans for higher conversion rates. When you
create a post on your Facebook Page, you can target the
audience by a number of factors: age, gender, location, etc.
Segment based on your content to gain more quality responses.
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must-dos to the advanced maybe-dos:

Social Media Advertising
SEO tactics, blogs, and social media work well to drive new traffic and
visitors to your content, but to take a more aggressive approach to your

SOCIAL TARGETING

lead generation strategy, consider social media advertising.
THE SOCIAL GRAPH
You’re probably familiar with paid search tactics, such as Google AdWords
and Bing Ads. Social media advertising is the same in both form and
function:
1.

You can choose either the pay-per-click (CPC) or pay-per-impression
model (CPM).

2.

You can create ad sets inside campaigns with different ad images and

3.

You can target by geo-location, by interest, and often by
keyword.

4.

You can set budgets for as little as $50 a day and start seeing
immediate results.

The difference lies in the “social graph.” Social networks like Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn use the social data of their users to offer highly
targeted data. The diagram on the right illustrates the myriad of data points
you can use to attract new leads.
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copy.

Retargeting
UP THE ANTE

You put a lot of work in developing content and attracting new
visitors, but sometimes the visitor just doesn’t bite down and take

(Targeted to Users Who Viewed the Landing Page and Bounced)

the action you want. Advertising through retargeting allows you to
direct new messaging to past visitors who failed to take a desired
action the first-time round.

“The brilliance of retargeting is that
you get a second chance to make a
first impression.”
Original Ad

Retargeted Ad

The brilliance of retargeting is that you get a second chance to make
want, don’t just assume the prospect is not qualified. Prospects can
fail to convert for reasons surrounding your content (didn’t resonate,

PERSONALIZE THE MESSAGE
(Targeted to Users Who Did Not Complete the Form)

too long to read, etc.) or circumstances outside of your control (bad
timing, poor web connection, etc.). You can try again to convert the
prospect through retargeting.
Pro Tip: Retargeting works best when you up the ante to convert
users on the fence or you personalize the message to convince
users to follow through.
Original Ad
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Retargeted Ad
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a first impression. When a visitor doesn’t perform the action you

Optimization through Analytics
To borrow from da Vinci, a lead generation campaign is never finished, only optimized. One
of the more fun and challenging parts of lead generation is improving and enhancing your

LANDING PAGE A

LANDING PAGE B

The Control

The Test

tactics’ performance through analytics. Similar to retargeting mentioned earlier, optimizing
your campaign gives you a second (and third and so on) chance to hone your messaging.
TEST & ITERATE AD INFINITUM
A number of tools are available to test the performance of your content based on
thousands of different metrics. The possibilities are truly endless. The simplest way
to optimize through analytics is by setting up A/B or multi-variant tests. Start with a
hypothesis you wish to prove (or disprove) and test it by comparing your original content
(the “control”) versus your slightly altered content. And then iterate and improve your
content based on the results.

TWEET ME

To improve your findings, combine focus group eye-tracking tools (like Boston Interactive’s
Eye-Tracking Lab) or website software that aggregates mouse movements from your users
(like Crazy Egg).
Common A/B Testing
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1.

Headlines

2.

Images

3.

Form length and/or position

4.

Landing page copy

5.

Call-to-action position, design, and/or copy

6.

Ads

7.

Personalization
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The control proved that
too many users were
distracted by the multiple
calls to action.

After removing the less
important calls to action,
more users completed the
conversion form.

Time to Generate New Leads
You now have the basic tactics of a fully-fledged, lead generation campaign strategy. Now
it’s time to start building your own and attracting new leads to your website.
Use the checklist below to make sure you don’t forget these crucial components:

2. LANDING PAGES

4. SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

5. SOCIAL MEDIA ADS

White Papers

One call to action

Twitter

Facebook

Webinars

No distractions

Facebook

Twitter

Infographics

Easy to read/scan

Google+

LinkedIn

Videos
Apps
Podcasts
Ebooks
Research Reports

LinkedIn
3. BLOGGING
Post at least twice a month
Add calls to action to each post

Pinterest
Instagram

6. RETARGETING
Increase the offer (“Up the Ante”)
Personalize the message

Optimize for search engines
7. OPTIMIZE THROUGH ANALYTICS
A/B testing

NEXT STEPS
Keep up with the Boston Interactive Blog for the latest trends and tips on
enhancing your digital strategy and increasing your business goals.
Visit us at https://bostoninteractive.com/blog
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Usability testing
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1. CONTENT CREATION

About Boston Interactive
Boston Interactive is a digital marketing agency that combines custom online strategies with
emerging technologies. With success stories in higher education, legal, financial services, and more,
Boston Interactive delivers measurable user experiences and increases lead generation through
web, mobile, social, SEO, and paid search campaigns.

For more information or to schedule a FREE consultation
Call (617) 241-7977 or visit bostoninteractive.com

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

529 Main Street, Suite 212 | Charlestown, MA 02129 | BostonInteractive.com

